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A day in review……
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POLITICS;
HEADLINES
-South Africa's ANC
orders Zuma to
resign as president.
ENERGY IN THE
NEW;
-Oil stable on
weaker dollar and
healthy economic
growth, but pockets
of oversupply linger.
NATIONAL;
-12 years of broken
bridge, residents
pay more to move.
INTERNATIONAL;
-Israel police
recommend
charging PM
Netanyahu with
bribery.
COURT;
-Appointed judges
to be vetted today.
BUSINESS;
-What private sector
wants government
to prioritise in
Budget.
SPORTS;
-Olympic Games in
Africa? A door long
shut could be
opening.
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POLITICS;
South Africa's ANC orders Zuma to resign as president; South Africa's
ruling ANC party on Tuesday "recalled" scandal-tainted President Jacob Zuma
from office but set no deadline for him to step down, pitching the country into
further uncertainty. Read More
ENERGY IN THE NEWS;
Oil stable on weaker dollar and healthy economic growth, but pockets of
oversupply linger; despite this, crude prices remain well below recent highs
due to signs of lingering oversupply, including rising U.S. inventories and
ample physical flows globally. Read More
NATIONAL;
12 years of broken bridge, residents pay more to move; in 2008 and 2011,
floods swept off two bridges in the area and as a result, Aji Bridge was badly
damaged with huge cracks developing on the pillar while some metallic bars
were destroyed. Read More
INTERNATIONAL;
Israel police recommend charging PM Netanyahu with bribery; a decision
to press formal charges against the veteran premier now rests with the
attorney general's office, which is expected to take weeks or months to decide
how to proceed. Read More
COURT;
Appointed judges to be vetted today; the vetting process that ends on
Thursday comes amidst contentions, against three of the appointments, on
grounds of lacking minimum [ethical] standards. Read More
BUSINESS;
What private sector wants government to prioritise in Budget; the Private
Sector has made proposals to the Budget Framework Paper that should
enable it contribute more towards a vibrant economy. Read More
SPORTS;
Olympic Games in Africa? A door long shut could be opening; other than
Antarctica, only one continent on the planet has never hosted an Olympic
Games: Africa. Finally, though, that could be about to change. Read More
And finally; Environmental chemicals may boost body weight; chemicals used in
food wrappers, non-stick pan coatings and clothing may boost body weight by
interfering with metabolism, especially in women. Read More
Today’s scripture; Psalm 9:9-10
ESKOMorning quote; “Expect problems and eat them for breakfast. By - Alfred
A. Montapert
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